MIEL
A look into a local culinary gem
that has turned dining out into a sensory experience
Written by Britt Steele
Photography by Allen Clark
After recently moving back to Nashville from Italy, where all of my senses were
not only satisfed but received the royal European treatment on a regular basis,
I was curious about whether I would be able to indulge in Nashville’s new
culinary playground. I was beyond pleasantly surprised when my expectations
were exceeded while recently dining at Miel.
Outside the doors of Miel, the restaurant is nestled behind the famous
Bobby’s Dairy Dip, auto-repair shops, thrift stores and fast food chains. Upon
opening the doors, visitors are transported into a classically refned bistro and
greeted by the warm and welcoming smile of the owner, Seema Prasad.
This is not Prasad’s first presence in the restaurant industry as she
previously created and executed three other restaurants in Seattle, Washington.
Te initial concept for Miel was the product of all of her previous experiences
in the ever-changing and exciting restaurant industry.
After three years of searching for the perfect spot for her latest culinary
endeavor, Prasad decided upon the historic Johnson’s Meat Market located in
Sylvan Park, of Charlotte Pike. Te decision to open Miel in this location was
not an easy one as she realized this particular location would require her guests
to drive a little farther than their local neighborhood establishment.
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However, the decision to open its doors at this location in 2008 was for
the most part, economic, yet somewhat strategic as well. Prasad intended to
create a small and intimate dining experience that would deliberately focus on
small volume; roughly 25 seats. Tis smaller scale might be difcult to sustain
in higher trafcked—and higher rent—areas like West End, Belle Meade or
Green Hills, but she sensed it was only a matter of time before the Charlotte
Pike area caught up with the growth which Nashville was on the verge of
experiencing. Her instinct served her well, as the area is now blossoming with
businesses and new developments, both residential and commercial.
The word ‘Miel’ means honey and Prasad chose this word, one of
the oldest and most used words in culinary culture, because it can be
traced back more than 3,000 years and has been found written on ancient
pyramid walls. Honey is the most basic symbol of food in history as it
represents something that holds, lasts and is simple; as was the concept
from inception for Prasad’s restaurant. Te principle behind Miel is just
that, simple. She aims to create a comfortable environment focusing on the
basics- something that never goes out of style.
“We wanted to create a true dining experience that provided our guests
with a phenomenal menu and wine list, taking advantage of all the local fresh
ingredients available as well as relying on the rest of the fresh options that
we could fy in on a daily basis,” Prasad explains. “We wanted to continually
honor the ingredients that are in season which is why our menu changes so
frequently, even at times on a daily basis.”
Together with the Executive Chef Will Uhlhorn, who trained at the
Culinary Institute of America, this dynamic duo has created a dining experience
like no other in Nashville. Miel boasts a French-inspired contemporary menu
constantly evolving based on highlighting the best ingredients each season
yields. With more than 20 years of experience, Uhlhorn, a constant student of
the culinary arts, continually challenges himself with the unforgettable dishes
he creates. Determined to enhance and improve the menu and the restaurant
in general, he is currently considered one of the best chefs in Nashville and
closely collaborates with Prasad and her staff to maintain their position in
Nashville’s sophisticated restaurant scene.
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Prasad said she feels the restaurant has experienced such success from
day one. “We set ourselves apart due to the fact that we have remained who
were are from the beginning, not succumbing to any of the current trends in
the local restaurant industry, therefore allowing our new and regular guests to
know what to expect as soon they walk in our doors.”
Being in the South, hospitality is key and hiring talented people to
execute this fundamental and core principal is another one of Prasad’s
secrets of success.
Among the favorites of Miel’s guests, and one that I could not resist, is
the cast-iron trout, fown in regularly from North Carolina and served with
the day’s freshly procured vegetable, which could include roasted local corn,
eggplant or tomato from small local farms. Te shaved summer squash salad
is served with pickled candied onions, local arugula, Pecorino Romano and
topped with a delicate and mild anchovy vinaigrette.
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The guests find the perfect finale to their meal by ending with one
of Miel’s selection of homemade desserts, my favorite being the formage
blanc, a semi-freddo made with cheese from Kenny’s Farmhouse, a Kentucky
producer, and eloquently topped with crystalized blueberries, blueberry
coulis and an oat praline tulle.
Aside from the unique and alluring menu and ambiance, one of the most
attractive qualities of this local gem is that Prasad’s presence is felt throughout
every aspect of the restaurant. She greets each guest with her beautiful and
contagious smile and takes time to carefully and strategically select each bottle
of wine on Miel’s intricate and well-balanced wine menu to enhance each
experience for her guests.
Prasad remodels the wine selection regularly since the dinner menu
constantly changes, evolving with the seasonality of ingredients. Tackling a
wine list can be a daunting task, but she has efortlessly turned her role as
restaurateur into an art. Prasad hand selects each wine based on the dishes
available that day and visits each table, guiding guests through the wine list
as to make sure the appropriate wines compliment each meal; enhancing the
dining experience and making it unique each time. Keeping her menu simple
and staying true to the principles behind the restaurant allows her to make sure
each plate that leaves the kitchen is fawless.
In short, Prasad has set a standard throughout the rapidly evolving
restaurant scene in Nashville and has loved it every step of the way. She has
created a refned, yet comfortable place, which has become a platform for great
events in people’s lives. Her passion for Miel and her multi-faceted talents are
evident as soon as one walks in the door. She has mastered turning a simple
night out into an incredible and unforgettable dining experience. sl
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